
                    
Inkjet White Static Cling 

 10 Sheet Pack 
for inkjet printers 

 

Type:    Inkjet White Static Cling 

Size:    8,5 x 11 inch (US A4 size) = 21,6 x 29,9 cm 

Printers:   All Desktop Inkjet Printers 

Color:   White 

Adhesive:   None (Static Cling) 

Note: Indoor use only (Glass, Metall or any smooth / 
glossy surface) 

Tools/ Material needed None 

Article Number:  AB371 

Instructions:  Peel off and stick on any smooth surface 

 

Inkjet White Static Cling: 

Use this media to make professional looking, white, ultra removable labels 
or stickers. Ideal for clear interior window clings, or for white interior 
window clings when paired with a masking spray. Use our Ultra White 
material for any type of sign you wish to be self-adhesive and yet easily 
removable and reusable. 

 

 



General Description: 

This media is ideal for substrates such as mirrors, interior windows, or 
interior doors. Since our static cling relies strictly on static to adhere to 
the substrate there is no possibility of an adhesive residue being left 
behind once the cling is removed. Print out your text and images on this 
clear media, remove the cling from the liner, and apply it to surface.  

Applications: 

Static Cling works best for surfaces such as mirrors, windows or glass 
doors that have no exterior face, or interior painted metal surfaces. You 
can find our static cling in many hospitals, doctor's offices, and schools. 
Our static cling is much more aesthetically pleasing than taping signs to 
walls and doesn't leave screw or staple holes behind. Use this media to 
provide that critical extra bit of professionalism for your clients. 

 

 

Disclaimer: We have tested our media in various personal inkjet printers with good results. The user 
of this paper/film must determine the suitability of this product before beginning production, using his 
equipment and method of application. The sellers and manufactures maximum obligation shall be to 
replace paper/film that has been found to be defective. Neither the manufacturer nor the seller shall be 
held liable for any injury, direct or consequential, arising out of the use of, or inability to use this 
paper/film.	  
 

	  


